Mechanism and theories for Delayed Onset of Muscle Soreness in athletes
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ABSTRACT
The sensation of tenderness and tightness over the muscle, post eccentric exercise is called Delayed Onset of Muscle Soreness (DOMS). It is not an acute pain. Post exercise the soreness will develop within 24-72 hours of duration, slowly the soreness will reduce by 5-7 days post exercise. Initially Theodore Hough, mentioned soreness will develop when an untrained muscle does a contraction opposite to the strong spring. The aim of this review article is to find out the various mechanisms and theories for Delayed Onset of Muscle Soreness development. A direct search of journals was conducted to identify the potential articles. Online search engines such as PubMed, Google Scholar, MEDLINE, and Physiotherapy Evidence-based Database (PEDro) were searched. Based on the available research studies, Delayed onset of muscle soreness developmental mechanism was understood. Literature search helped to understand the various theories on development of DOMS and physiology behind the soreness. Still more articles and research must emerge to provide the clear evidence on theories on Delayed Onset of Muscle Soreness.
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INTRODUCTION
Pain after the exercise is experienced by many people very commonly, tenderness may be felt immediately or late. A sudden exercise which is not accustomed by the individual, done by a normal or elite athlete may lead to pain and tenderness in the skeletal muscle. There are three types of pain in relation to exercise. 1. pain experienced during or immediately following exercise, 2. delayed onset muscle soreness, and 3. pain induced by muscle cramps. Pain after the exercise is called as exercise induced pain. Aetiology and time course for the development of each type of pain is different.¹²³ Post exercise pain may not be observed immediately, after 24 hours pain will appear as a soreness and it would go to peak pain and tightness by 72 hours post exercise.¹² Gradually pain will be lowered and disappears by 5-7 days post exercise.¹² This kind of exercise induced pain post exercise is called as Delayed onset of muscle soreness (DOMS). It is very commonly experienced by athletes. The aim of this study is to know the mechanism behind the soreness and relevant theories, explaining about soreness and the impact of this soreness in athletic performance. To achieve the aim, review was conducted to know the various available literature, research articles on mechanisms and theories of DOMS.

LITERATURE REVIEWED
An extensive literature search was done. A direct search of journals was conducted to identify the potential articles. Online search engines such as PubMed, Google Scholar, MEDLINE, and Physiotherapy Evidence-based Database (PEDro) were searched. Based on the available research studies, Delayed onset of muscle soreness developmental mechanism was understood. The keywords used included: Delayed onset of muscle soreness, Mechanism of soreness, Muscle soreness, Theories of soreness, Exercise induced pain. The articles which are not published in English were excluded. Article that focused their study on physiological, biochemical effects of DOMS were included. The articles that are focused on psychological effects of DOMS were not included. The guidelines followed for the inclusion of the articles are i. the article must have explained any theory or mechanism of DOMS, ii. the article was conducted on normal population/athletes, iii. the articles, if reviewed previous literature on DOMS.

DELAYED ONSET OF MUSCLE SORENESS
Delayed onset of muscle soreness cardinal signs and symptoms are pain, decreased range of motion, decrease in muscle strength, and change in biochemical markers.¹² Hough T. was the first one to print a primary report on muscle soreness and he conducted an ergographic investigation to know the types of soreness. One kind of soreness appear post exercise but will persist only for few hours and later it will subside. The aetiology for these kinds of pain may be pressure from the swollen muscle fibre, on the sensitive nerve ending or sometimes may be because of the chemical stimulation of the nerve endings.
MECHANISM AND PROTOCOLS FOR DOMS

There are few protocols which will use various levels of intensity, velocity, and duration of eccentric contraction to produce a significant DOMS. Some protocols may use eccentric hamstring work or eccentric biceps curls for example. Initially researcher must check 1RM of an individual to start the protocol. In case of fatigue, we must notice the levels of performance and soreness.[10] Dynamic isotonic exercise is designed by Jones and Newham, it can be performed with the help of isokinetic exercise machine also to get exercise induced soreness. Some other protocols will use the stepping down from a bench exercise mechanism to produce eccentric muscle activity. [11] To produce DOMS in quadriceps, subjects were instructed to perform 40 maximum eccentric contractions of quadriceps. [12] By performing downhill running for 45 minutes will produced DOMS. Downhill inclination was not specific though. The high variability is seen in box and bench stepping protocol. [13] To produce DOMS in biceps dumbbell curls also used as a protocol, experiment was done to see how many curls subjects were able to perform repeatedly. [14]

As a result of an exercise induced protocol, muscle activity will be elevated. Increased muscle activity will be associated with i. increased contractile tension which will cause muscle damage to the structural components, ii. increased metabolic activity will lead to production of waste substances, iii. muscle temperature would be increased, may cause structural damage to the tissues, iv. Neural control of the muscle will be altered because of the sudden injury, producing pain and tenderness.[15]

THEORIES OF DOMS

DOMS pain stimulus development is explained by number of theories. As a result of eccentric mechanism and tension created during the exercise will result in physiological changes. These changes are meniscule tears to muscle tissue which leads to discharge of chemicals. The chemical substances will stimulate free nerve endings are Histamines, anaerobic metabolites and chemical enzymes, osmotic pressure development. It will reflect in swelling, cramps or muscle spasm which lead to reduced muscle activity. [16] Several researchers tried to explain theory behind the DOMS through their studies. The Proposed models of theories are, lactic acid theory, muscle spasm, connective tissue damage, inflammation, muscle damage, enzyme efflux theory and others.[17]

Inflammation Theory
A cardinal sign of DOMS is inflammation. When a structural damage occurs initially inflammation is noticed. Eccentric exercise leads to plasma membrane injury, in causes inflammatory reaction. Enzymatic activity will lead to degradation of macromolecule following injury. Inflammatory response will further cause autocoid leukotirene synthesis. Increase in leukotrienes will generate free radicals, that exacerbate injury to the plasma membrane. It will result in fluid movement to the cells and blood stream causing swelling, pain sensation. [18]

Excess metabolite Theory/Lactic Acid Theory
Following an exercise lactic acid production will be seen. Accumulation of metabolic by products may lead to noxious stimulus and the perception of pain is seen. But this theory is largely rejected, as it may create mild acute pain following fatigue by extensive workout but cannot be reason for delayed pain.[19]

Muscle injury Theory
Continuous eccentric contractions will lead to wear and tear of the muscle fibres, results in structural changes to the muscle fibres. Small injury also initiates white blood cells to the area causing inflammation. It will activate the discharge of histamine and prostaglandins. This theory was initially explained by Hough. Microscopic changes were seen. Mechanical disruption of structural components will stimulate nociceptors thus leading to the pain. This will be observed by increase in creatine kinase (CK) levels in blood streams.[20]

Muscle Spasm Theory
It was proposed by De Vries in 1961. This theory is based on the hyperbolic resting muscle activation. It will cause spasm to the local activated muscle tissue; initiates pain vicious cycle. Stimulation free nerve ending will cause reflex cramp and prolonged ischaemic mechanism.[21]

Enzyme outflow Theory
This is the most recent theory developed by Armstrong. High intensity eccentric exercises will cause an injury to the sarcolemma, disruption of structural macromolecules occur in myofibrils. Structural changes due to high mechanical forces will lead to influx of calcium ions from instetitium and inhibits respiration at mitochondrial level. Intracellular components in interstitium and plasma increase thus drawing monocytes that convert to scavenger cell and activate mastocyte and histocyte within the space of injury. Armstrong hypothesise that the build-up of amine, kinins and K within the interstitium stirred free nerve endings of cluster IV nerve cell, that activated the nociceptors and leading to the feeling of DOMS.[22]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year of the Study</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Markus et al [23]</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>The purpose of this study was to analyse exercise induced muscle damage (EIMD). This study worked on the various factors to know the impact on the performance. The considered factors were sex, age, nutrition, fitness level, genetics, and familiarity with exercise task. The researcher also focused on the available assessment techniques for EIMD. Researcher concluded that nutritional strategies would help in recovery from EIMD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Diep susan [24]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>The study suggested DOMS is not an acute type of pain as it takes 24-72 hours to show symptoms. This study suggests, as main cause of DOMS is repetitive eccentric force. Muscle groups which are not accustomed to this amount of sudden force for a long period of time will suffer soreness. The muscle fibres will undergo microtears on a cellular level that are not detectable with conventional ultrasound, however, the overall appearance of the muscle will appear different in size, echogenicity and texture which can be seen on ultrasound.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Thilo Hotfiel et. al [25]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>This study mainly focused to understand the current findings regarding the damaging mechanisms as well as the pathophysiology of DOMS and its diagnostic evaluation. Recently considered primary mechanism is the damage of ultra-structural damage of muscle cells due to unfamiliar sporting activities or eccentric exercise, which leads to further protein degradation, apoptosis, and local inflammatory response. The symptoms develop after some time of injury. Soreness will peaks up at 48-72 hours post exercise because of local and systemic physiological responses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Karasiak et.al [26]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>The purpose of this study was to analyze the effect of exercise-induced muscle damage (EIMD) efficiency and in aerobic and anaerobic cycling performances. 9 cyclists were assessed in the laboratory. 5 session were done. The results suggested, there were no significant difference in ( \dot{V}O_2 ), ( \dot{V}CO_2 ), and heart rate in submaximal exercises, neither in time trial. No differences were observed in the Wingate tests. The researcher concluded with this study as trainers must be cautious about EIMD after strength training sessions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>DeSimone, Grace T. [27]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>The researcher suggests taking quality as priority than quantity. During running or downhill activities DOMS occur because the muscle is stressed during its lengthening phase (eccentric contraction), and that will cause more soreness. Researcher suggested, soreness is the indicator to know the overload and frequency of the workload. In case of soreness immediate medical attention is required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Mizumura K, Taguchi T [28]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>In this study, researcher found activation of the B2 bradykinin receptor nerve growth (NGF) pathway and activation of COX-2 glial cells line derived neurotropic factor (GDNF) pathway. Researcher explained DOMS as the mechanical hyperalgesia. These neurotropic factors were produced by muscle fibres and satellite cells. The results of this study, shows that muscle fibre damage instead of NGF and GDNF produced by muscle fibre cells play crucial roles in DOMS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Kazue Kanda et. al[29]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Researchers aim of the study is to determine the relationship among delayed onset muscle soreness, muscle damage and inflammatory responses to eccentric exercise and investigated the underlying mechanisms for soreness. 9 healthy males’ blood and urine samples were analysed to know the migratory activity. Results suggested neutrophils mobilised in the circulation and positive correlation between the exercise induced increased in neutrophil migratory activity and increases in Mb, suggests the muscle damage and inflammation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Zubian Veqar[5]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>In this study DOMS was explained by a combination of theories such as inflammatory theory, connective tissue theory, muscle injury theory, excess metabolic theory, enzyme e outflow theory and muscle spasm theory. Researcher suggested physiotherapy treatment is the most effective form of management for DOMS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Close GL et.al. [30]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Researcher stated that when an untrained skeletal muscle performed exercise, resulted in discomfort that did not evident until 8-10 h post-exercise. The researcher suggests that free radicals act as signalling molecules, specifically activating redox sensitive transcription factors, which are necessary for muscle regeneration and adaptation following damage. Researcher concludes the study; free radicals will play a key role in causing DOMS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DOMS Greater perception of muscle soreness tends to be associated with high intensity exercise. The impact of DOMS on athletic performance has not been well researched. Significant reductions in peak torque can occur for up to 8 days following eccentric exercise. Impact of DOMS on athletic performance and different treatment strategies and theories were well explained in the study.

This study was done to analyse the relationship between the DOMS and the indicators of muscle damage after the eccentric exercises. Muscle soreness (SOR) was evaluated by a visual analogue scale (a 50-mm line, 0: no pain, 50: extremely painful) when the elbow flexors were palpated (SOR-Pal), flexed (SOR-Flx) and stretched (SOR-Ext). This study concludes that use of DOMS is a poor reflector of eccentric exercise-induced muscle damage and inflammation, and changes in indirect markers of muscle damage and inflammation are not necessarily accompanied with DOMS.

In this study several causative factors for the DOMS were reviewed. High mechanical forces, structural damage, progressive deterioration of the sarcolemma, accumulation of histamine, kinines and potassium mechanisms were explained in the study.
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**IMPACTION OF DOMS ON ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE**

As a result of eccentric activity, DOMS with structural damage to muscle and connective tissue will result in muscular function alteration and joint range of movement. In elite population this kind of soreness, alteration mechanism will show the significant changes in the performance. Several studies have shown the changes in strength and power during DOMS, these alterations are seen mostly in eccentric muscle contractions.

**TREATMENT STRATEGIES**

DOMS symptoms and impact on athletic performance was investigated in many studies. After DOMS subsides restoring the maximal function of the muscles as rapidly as possible is the most important aim of the physiotherapist. Treatment strategies would be first preventive measures and therapeutic treatment strategies to lower the DOMS impact and restore the performance of an athlete. Anti-inflammatory drugs will help alleviate the pain and inflammation. Physiotherapy management will include cryotherapy, stretching exercises, ultrasound, electrical current techniques, massage, compressive therapy, hyperbaric oxygen along with exercises.

**CONCLUSION**

DOMS occurs as a reaction to the sudden, strenuous, unaccustomed activity of the muscle, it results in pain, tightness, reduced range of motion and edema. DOMS in not only occurs in sports population, also seen in normal population who tries an unfamiliar activity. Source of DOMS is high intensity eccentric exercises. This review is done to focus on the mechanism and various theories which are explaining about DOMS development. The DOMS has an impact on the athletic performance. Although various theories are saying the development, impact on performance but has not well researched. A paucity is seen in the development of new theories in development or preventive methods of DOMS. Recent literature is less on the mechanism or theories. Researcher if focuses on more on the various new methods of preventive and therapeutic measures for reducing DOMS occurrence and impact, it will help a wide range of athletic/sports population, would be applicable for major health sector.
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